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Disclaimers

This paper draws on research carried out for the European Commission in the 
context of the European Semester (Framework Contract  
ENTR/300/PP/2013/FC-WIFO). The views expressed here are purely those of 
the authors and may not in any circumstances be regarded as stating an official 
position of the European Commission. 

This research uses statistical data from the Central Statistics Office (CSO) of 
Ireland. The permission for controlled access to confidential micro data sets has 
been granted in line with the Statistics Act, 1993. Results are based on analysis 
of strictly controlled Research Microdata Files provided by the Central Statistics 
Office (CSO). The CSO does not take any responsibility for the views expressed 
or the outputs generated from this research.
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Research and Policy Context

• Multinationals are associated with new technologies and advanced 
management know-how 

• International evidence indicates that multinationals are more productive than local firms  

• Indirect positive effects on the performance of local firms via knowledge spillovers

• Knowledge diffusion from multinationals to local firms could increase 
aggregate productivity

• International evidence suggests that the productivity slowdown in recent years is linked 
to a slowdown of knowledge and innovation diffusion from top performance firms to 
laggard firms  

• Ireland – one of the most globalised economies in the world 
• Multinational firms contribute substantially to Ireland’s economic performance and 

competitiveness 

• Foreign-owned firms - large scale, capital-intensive, concentrated in high-productivity 
sectors, concentrated geographically, highly globalised  

• Irish-owned firms - much smaller, more labour-intensive, more-embedded in local 
economies, less internationalised
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Spillovers from Multinationals to Local Firms –
Main Channels

• Demonstration effects: local firms learn about new technologies and 
markets from the activities of multinationals

• Competition: competitive pressure lead local firms to innovate more; 
however, possible  crowding –out could affect negatively local firms

• Supply chain linkages: knowledge transfer between multinationals and 
local firms in upstream and downstream sectors via buyer-supplier links 

• Labour mobility: tacit knowledge transfer (embedded in human 
capital/skills) 
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Spillovers from Multinationals to Local Firms –
Spillovers Types

Horizontal Spillovers – linked to the presence of foreign-owned firms in the local 
firm’s industry or region 

 Intra-industry spillovers

 Intra-region spillovers

Vertical Spillovers – via supply chain linkages 

 Inter-industry forward linkages – purchases by local firms from foreign affiliates

 Inter-industry backward linkages – supplies by local firms to foreign affiliates 
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Multinationals and the Trade Activities of Local Firms 

• Lower trade costs - reduced informational barriers to trade, learning 
about export and import opportunities 

• Increased production capabilities and product quality upgrading can 
foster both export performance and imports of new/better inputs 

• However, weaker local firms could be driven out of exporting
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International Evidence

• Aitken et al (1997); Greenaway et. al, (2004): higher export probability linked to intra-
industry spillovers - Mexican and UK firms, respectively

• Swenson (2008): new export connections (product and destinations) linked to intra-
industry information spillovers - Chinese exporters 

• Swenson and Chen (2014): higher prices and higher survival rates for new export 
transactions linked to intra-industry spillovers - Chinese firms

• Harding and Javorcik (2012): export quality upgrade in developing countries –industry 
data on FDI and export unit-values

• Bajgar and Javorcik (2017): product quality upgrading through supply chain  
spillovers; negative effect from intra-industry spillovers - transaction level data from 
Romania

• Ciani and Imbruno (2017): product quality upgrading from forward linkages; product 
quality downgrading from horizontal spillovers – transaction level data from Bulgaria
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Research Objectives and Novelties

• Examine whether and to what extent multinationals affect the trade 
activity of Irish-owned firms in terms of diversity of transactions 
and trade intensity 

• Analyse both exports and imports

• Long time span: 1996-2012

• Examine the effect of both horizontal (same industry or region) and 
vertical spillovers (supply chain linkages)

• Account for different input sourcing behaviour of multinationals

• Examine the role of absorptive capacity of domestic firms -
identified by their R&D activity
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Key Findings 

Spillovers from multinationals’ activity impact positively on the 
diversification of exports and imports of local firms

Exports
• Foreign presence in the same industry  

• Local firms export to more countries  

• Supplying inputs to multinationals  
• Local firms export more products  
• Local firms export to more countries    

Imports
• Purchasing inputs from multinationals 

• Local firms import more products 
• Local firms import from more countries 
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Key Findings  

Some negative effects arise from multinationals through intra-region 
spillovers:

• Lower number of products exported and imported

• Lower number of import origins

The absorptive capacity of local firms appears to enhance spillover
effects on their trade activities - mostly via forward linkages:

• R&D active firms which purchase inputs from multinationals are 
more likely to benefit and diversify their trade activities: 

• Exports to more destinations

• More products imported 

• Imports from more countries  
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Data

• Trade data – Intrastat and Extrastat, CSO

- Merchandise exports and imports at firm-product-country-
year level, 1996-2012

• Firm level data - Census of Industrial Production (CIP), CSO 

- Balance sheet information - employment, value added, 
turnover, materials, wages, R&D expenditure, 1996-2012 

• Industry level data – WIOD data base

- Input-output annual data for Ireland and other 42 major 
countries in the world, 2000-2014
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Empirical Methodology

The trade outcome of domestic firm i in sector j, in county r and in year t.
• no. products; no. destinations/origins; export- or import- intensity.

The employment share of foreign firms in industry j at time t-1.

The employment share of foreign firms in region r at time t-1

where 𝛿𝑙𝑗 is the share of inputs of industry j purchased from industry l

ln(Y)ijrt
d = β1𝐇𝐨𝐫𝐣,t−1+β2𝐇𝐨𝐫𝐫,t−1 + β3𝐅𝐨𝐫𝐣,t−1+β4𝐁𝐚𝐜𝐣,t−1+σq=1

5 β
q
𝐙ijrt−1 + μ i + ρt + εijrt

ln(𝑌)𝑖𝑗𝑟𝑡
𝑑

Horj,t−1 =
Empjt−1

f

Empjt−1

Horr,t−1 =
Emprt−1

f

Emprt−1

Forj,t−1 = 

𝑙

𝛿𝑙𝑗 Hor𝑙,t−1

Bacj,t−1 = 

𝑙

𝛾𝑙𝑗 Hor𝑙,t−1 where 𝛾𝑙𝑗 is the share of output of industry j supplied to industry l 
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Results – Exports: Product Variety
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Results – Exports: Destination Variety
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Results – Export Intensity
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Summary of Findings - Exports

• Horizontal spillovers - intra-industry and intra-region:
 Products: negative intra-region spillovers

 Destinations: positive intra-industry spillovers

• Vertical spillovers – supply chain linkages:
 Products: positive spillovers via backward linkages 

 Destinations: positive spillovers via backward linkages 

• Positive spillovers for R&D active firms via forward 
linkages
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Results – Imports: Product Variety
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Results – Imports: Origin Variety
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Results – Import Intensity
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Summary of Findings - Imports

• Horizontal spillovers – intra-industry and intra-region:
 Products: negative intra-region spillovers

• Partially offset by firms doing R&D 

 Origins: negative intra-region spillovers

• Vertical spillovers – supply chain linkages:
 Products: positive spillovers via forward linkages - for R&D 

active firms

 Origins: positive spillovers via forward linkages -stronger in 
R&D active firms

 Intensity: positive spillovers via backward linkages for R&D 
active firms 
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Policy Implications

• Spillovers from multinationals could foster the diversification of 
exports and imports of Irish-owned firms – important in the context 
of Brexit

• Since knowledge spillovers are not automatic, enhancing the 
absorptive capacity of local firms is key in order to ensure they can 
benefit from advanced knowledge and technologies 

• Since most knowledge spillovers appear to come about through 
supply chain linkages, facilitating production linkages between local 
and multinational firms could be beneficial for the trade 
performance of local firms   



Source: Authors’ estimates based on data from the Census of industrial Production (CIP) and the Annual 
Services Inquiry (ASI), 2008-2014.  

Foreign-ownership Premia

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Labour

Productivity 

Wages per 

Employee

Export Intensity Import Intensity 

Foreign EU owned 0.224*** 0.493*** 0.104*** 0.055***

(0.021) (0.022) (0.007) (0.006)

Foreign non-EU  owned 0.355*** 0.565*** 0.182*** 0.053***

(0.025) (0.022) (0.009) (0.005)

Constant 0.639*** 0.359*** 0.109*** 0.001

(0.017) (0.072) (0.012) (0.008)

Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Region fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Number of observations 80,268 80,488 80,733 80,733


